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knowing that when the waters grew quiet it would be a
twelve-months before the opportunity would return, he
says it was "the very bitterness of that experience that
gave origin to the idea of this book" and "'emphasis to a
ministry which for twenty years has sought as assiduous
ly to reach men's souls in the dog-days of August as in
the set season of January." In fifteen chapters he pleads
earnestly, if not always wisely and well, for the" Peren
nial revival, " citing as its warrant "the primitive
church" and" the apostolic spirit," showing the relation
of "prayer" and "the enduement of power" to it,
how the "results" are to be husbanded and made con
tinuous and constructive, how street preaching, "pew
rentals," "Bible study" and" giving" stand related to
it, and how it is to issue in "the reformation of society,"
and "the evangelization of the world."

The books are all inspired and pervaded by a kin
dred spirit but commend themselves to our attention all
the more because of their differences of view and style
and make-up. There is unity in diversity. They repre
sent variant types and classes of mind, but they make a
common and powerful plea for what the world desperate
ly needs-a vital Christian evangelism.

GEO. B. EAGER.

Evangelism, Old and New.
By Rev. A. C. Dixon. New York. American Tract Society. 1905.

11.00.

This little book seems to be the substance of various ser
mons addresses or articles dealing with a subject which
the author's well-known ability and success as an evan
gelist pastor well qualify him to discuss. Those who
know anything of Dr. Dixon's personality and work will
not need to be told that his point of view is that of the
old evangelical faith. The inspiration of the Bible, the
deadly sinfulness of man, his need of salvation by the vi
carious atonement of Christ, the necessity of the new
birth as a work of the Holy Spirit, are all here and un
hesitatingly presented as fundamental. Conviction,
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positiveness, clearness, simplicity, warmth characterize
the treatment. There is abundant illustration and evan
gelistic fervor. It is impossible to feel as sure as does
the author of many points of interpretation and doctrine,
nor can one agree to all his statements and conclusions.
But this would be true of any book on a subject so wide
and varied both in its doctrinal and practical aspects.
One who believes in the saving power of Jesus and de
sires by preaching or personal work or both to bring
souls under that power will find much to help and en-
courage him in the study of this book. E. C. DARGAN.

Evangelism.
By Rev. G. Campbell Morgan, D.D. The Bookstore, Ea.st Northfield,

Mass. 1904.

This little volume consists of five .lectures delivered
before the Theological Seminaries of Hartford, Chicago,
Berkley and Dayton. The lectures were stenographical
ly reported and make a small book of 99 pages. Th~

characteristic manner and ideas of the well-known
preacher appear. The preaching of the gospel of an
atoning Savior in a world lost in sin is emphasized as the
need of the hour, against any merely ethical exhortation
and humanitarian scheme of social redemption. The
conversion, divine calland spiritual equipment of the
evangelist are insisted on. The work of the church is
urged, and hints are given as to the proper conduct of
evangelistic services. While there is nothing very new or
striking in the treatise it is practical, and may be of more
than passing interest and service to all who are interested
in the important subject of which it treats.

E. C. DARGAN.

v. APOLOGETICS.

Beitrage zur Weiterentwtcklung der christlichen
Religion.
J. F. Lehmann's Verlag, Miinchen. 1905. pp. 386.

This volume contains ten essays of from twenty to sixty
-pages 'each, as follows: The Essence and Origin of Be
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